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From the renowned artist and author Patti Smith, an inspired exploration of the nature of creative
inventionA work of creative brilliance may seem like magic—its source a mystery, its impact
unexpectedly stirring. How does an artist accomplish such an achievement, connecting deeply
with an audience never met? In this groundbreaking book, one of our culture’s beloved artists
offers a detailed account of her own creative process, inspirations, and unexpected
connections. Patti Smith first presents an original and beautifully crafted tale of obsession—a
young skater who lives for her art, a possessive collector who ruthlessly seeks his prize, a
relationship forged of need both craven and exalted. She then takes us on a second journey,
exploring the sources of her story. We travel through the South of France to Camus’s house, and
visit the garden of the great publisher Gallimard where the ghosts of Mishima, Nabokov, and
Genet mingle. Smith tracks down Simone Weil’s grave in a lonely cemetery, hours from London,
and winds through the nameless Paris streets of Patrick Modiano’s novels. Whether writing in a
café or a train, Smith generously opens her notebooks and lets us glimpse the alchemy of her
art and craft in this arresting and original book on writing.The Why I Write series is based on the
Windham-Campbell Lectures, delivered annually to commemorate the awarding of the Donald
Windham-Sandy M. Campbell Literature Prizes at Yale University.



DEVOTIONDEVOTIONPATTI SMITHTHE 2016 WINDHAM-CAMPBELL LECTUREThe Why I
Write series is publishedwith assistance from the Windham-Campbell Literature Prizes,
whichare administered by the Beinecke RareBook and Manuscript Library atYale
University.Copyright © 2017 by Patti Smith.Written on a Train © 2018 by Patti Smith.All rights
reserved.This book may not be reproduced, inwhole or in part, including illustrations,in any form
(beyond that copyingpermitted by Sections 107 and 108 ofthe U.S. Copyright Law and except
byreviewers for the public press), withoutwritten permission from the publishers.Yale University
Press books may bepurchased in quantity for educational,business, or promotional use.For
information, please e-mailsales.press@yale.edu (U.S. office) orsales@yaleup.co.uk (U.K.
office).Printed in the United Statesof America.A catalogue record for this book isavailable from
the British Library.This paper meets the requirementsof ANSI/NISO Z39.48-1992(Permanence
of Paper).10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1To Betsy Lerner—my friend and guideCONTENTSHow the Mind
WorksDevotionA Dream Is Not a DreamWritten on a TrainDEVOTIONInspiration is the
unforeseen quantity, the muse that assails at the hidden hour. The arrows fly and one is unaware
of being struck, and that a host of unrelated catalysts have joined clandestinely to form a system
of its own, rendering one with the vibrations of an incurable disease—a burning imagination—at
once unholy and divine.What is to be done with the resulting impulses, these nerve endings
flickering like an illuminated map of thieving constellations? The stars pulse. The muse seeks to
be vivified. But the mind is also the muse. It seeks to outsmart its glorious opponents, to rewire
such sources of inspiration. A crystal stream suddenly dried. A thing of beauty joyless, defiled.
Why does the creative spirit turn on itself? Why does the maker twist all drama? The pen is
lifted, guided by the shattered muse. Without discord, it marks, harmony passes unnoticed,
without discord, it continues, Abel is rendered no more than a forgotten shepherd.How the Mind
WorksWRITING DESK, NEW YORK CITY1Somehow, searching for something else, I stumbled
upon a trailer of a film called Risttuules, translated as In the Crosswind. It is Martti Helde’s
requiem for thousands of Estonians who suffered mass deportation to Siberian collective farms
in the spring of 1941, when Stalin’s troops rounded them up, separated families, and herded
them into cattle cars. Death and exile, their fate reassigned.The filmmaker created a visual poem
through a unique dramatization of actors winding through a set of stationary human tableaus.
Time suspends yet rushes, spreading images in the form of words drawn from this sad pageant.
A terrible gift, I acknowledge as I write, straining to get the words down. Yet even so, I sense that
behind them something else is brewing. I follow a mental line and come upon a forest of firs and
a pond and a small clapboard house. This was the beginning of that something else, but I didn’t
know it then.A winter sketch. Just a road away. A blue dressing gown is a curtain for a window
that no one will see through again. There is blood everywhere, drained of its blood color, and a
dog barking and stars dropping through pallid skies.A dying calf. A splint upon the hoof—
smears, holes. Night falls, obscuring the twitching limb of the last living thing.A sketch on time.
Gears, small hands in ice suspend. Birds no longer curious cease to wing. The dance is over
and the face of love is nothing but the wide skirt and burnished heels of winter.In the morning I



awake with the black-and-white dioramas of Risttuules still in my mind, the strained tempo of the
human opera embodied in bowed and breathing statues. So taken by its expressive power I
cannot recall the objective of my original search. I lay there replaying a slow pan of the banished
human chain winding through a relentless flurry of white petals. Chrysanthemums. Yes!
Branches of them and the wretched train of life blurring past. Yet returning to the same bit of film
I had viewed earlier, I find no such scene. Had I unwittingly projected it? I push aside my
computer and cast a ruling upon the uneven plaster ceiling: we pillage, we embrace, we know
not. I get up to urinate. I imagine snow.With the delicate voice of Erma, the female narrator of
Risttuules, fresh in my ear, I dress, grab my notebook and a copy of Patrick Modiano’s Paris
Nocturne, and cross over to the neighborhood café. Workers are jackhammering the street, the
deafening vibrations pervade the walls of the café. Unable to write, I read, traipsing the Nocturne
network—uncertain streets, fragments of addresses, routes no longer relevant, and events that
add up to a circle of nothing. I lament not writing but figure losing oneself in the energized torpor
of the Modiano universe is almost like writing. You enter the skin of the narrator with his pale
sense of paranoia and preoccupation with minutiae and the space around you shifts. Inevitably
somewhere midsentence, I find myself reaching for my pen.Reaching the end of Nocturne,
though not really an end, as vapors of future seep beyond the last page, I reread the beginning,
then fast-forward to my own day ahead. I am set to leave on the last flight to Paris. My French
publisher has arranged a week of book-related events that include speaking to journalists about
writing. My notebook remains untouched. A writer who isn’t writing going to talk with journalists
about writing. What a know-it-all, I chide myself. I have another black coffee and a bowl of
blueberries. There is plenty of time and I am a light packer.The street a construction zone, I am
obliged to wait before crossing back home while a massive crane hoists metal support beams
several floors above the café, bringing to mind the opening scene in La Dolce Vita where a
helicopter transports a life-size figure of Christ above the urban rooftops of Rome.I gather my
usual things for travel, setting them in a pile next to my small suitcase as I listen again to the
voice-over of the trailer. The lilt of an unfamiliar language implies the saddest of melodies
suffusing. As troops advance, a young mother hangs clothes and shields her eyes from the sun.
Her husband is separating the wheat from the chaff, her daughter happily at play. Intrigued, I
search a bit more and find a six-minute cut from Risttuules subtitled The Birch Letter. A shot of
an open window, images of whiteness and birch trees emerging through whispered phrases and
a train and the wind and the void.The phone rings, breaking the spell, my flight canceled. I have
to make an earlier one. I swiftly get in gear, call a taxi, slide my computer in its case, camera in a
sack, and cram the rest into the suitcase. The taxi arrives too quickly as I realize I haven’t yet
chosen what books to take. The prospect of boarding a plane without a book produces a wave of
panic. The right book can serve as a docent of sorts, setting a tone or even altering the course of
a journey. I desperately scan the room as if searching for a lifeline in a deep marsh. Among a
small pile of unread books atop my flat files are Francine du Plessix Gray’s monograph on
Simone Weil and Modiano’s Pedigree, with the astonished face of the author on the cover. I



snatch them up, say goodbye to my little Abyssinian cat, and head to the airport.Luckily traffic is
thin as we enter the Holland Tunnel. Relieved, I sink back into the voice of Erma. I imagine
writing a story guided by the atmosphere conjured by the resonance of a particular human voice.
Her voice. No plot in mind, just trailing her tones, timbres, and composing phrases, as if music,
and superimposing them, transparent layers, over hers.And the face of love is nothing but the
whiteness of winter blanketing limbs of trees fallen through holes colorless skies.I hurry through
the terminal, easily making my flight yet somewhat thrown off. There is no hope of falling asleep
this early, to say nothing of the fact that my hotel room won’t be ready for several hours after I
arrive. Nonetheless I settle in, drink mineral water, and let myself be drawn into the book of a life,
a shard of Simone Weil. The hastily chosen book was to prove itself more than serviceable and
the subject an admirable model for a multitude of mindsets. Brilliant and privileged, she coursed
through the great halls of higher learning, forfeiting all to embark on a difficult path of revolution,
revelation, public service, and sacrifice. I had not as yet dedicated time or study to her, but that
would surely change. Closing my eyes, I envision the tip of a glacier and slide into an intimate
hot spring surrounded by walls of impenetrable ice.ÉGLISE DE SAINT-GERMAIN-DES-PRÉS2I
pass through customs and sleepily exit the terminal at Paris-Orly. My friend Alain awaits me. I
check into my hotel located on a narrow street just steps away from the church in Saint-Germain-
des-Prés. As they prepare my room, we have baguettes and coffee at Café de Flore.Saying
goodbye, I enter the small park adjacent to the church with Picasso’s bust of Apollinaire at the
entrance. I sit on the same bench where I had sat with my sister in the spring of 1969. We were
in our early twenties, when everything, including the sentimental head of the poet, was a
revelation. Inquisitive sisters with a handful of precious addresses of cafés and hotels. The Deux
Magots of the existentialists. The Hôtel des Etrangers, where Rimbaud and Verlaine presided
over the Circle Zutique. The Hôtel de Lauzun with its chimeras and gilded halls where
Baudelaire smoked hashish and penned the opening poems in Les fleurs du mal. The interior of
our imaginations glowed, as we walked back and forth before these places synonymous with
poets. Just to be near where they had written, sparred, and slept.It is suddenly chilly. I notice bits
of bread, relentless pigeons, a young couple’s languorous kisses, and a homeless fellow with a
long beard in an overcoat seeking a few coins. Our eyes meet and I get up and walk toward him.
His eyes are grey and he reminds me of my father. A silvery light seems to spread over Paris. I
feel a wave of nostalgia induced by the perfect present. It begins to drizzle. Grainy bits of film
swirl. The Paris of Jean Seberg in a striped boatneck shirt hawking the Herald Tribune. The Paris
of Eric Rohmer, standing in the rain in the Rue de la Huchette.Later in the hotel, struggling to
stay awake, I open the Weil biography at random, nod off briefly, then pick up in an entirely new
section, the process somehow animating the subject. Simone Weil walking brusquely into the
frame from the third dimension. I see the edge of her long cloak and her thick dark hair brutally
cropped like that of the brilliant, independent bride of Frankenstein.Yet another image of Simone
flits past my eye, a caricature like those of the voyagers to Mount Analogue sketched by René
Daumal. Heart-shaped face, hair horizontally jutting, dark probing eyes behind round wire-rim



glasses. They knew each other and he had taught her Sanskrit. I picture the consumptive pair,
their heads barely touching, poring over ancient texts, their failing systems thirsting for milk.The
hand of gravity is pulling me under. Switching on the TV, I flip through channels, stopping at the
tail end of a documentary on the staging of Racine’s Phaedra, then fall into a heavy asleep. A
few hours later I suddenly open my eyes. On the screen a girl on ice. Some kind of figure skating
championship. A sturdy blonde finishes her program successfully. The girl following her is
charming but has a bad fall and cannot regroup. I remember watching such competitions with
my father, sitting at his feet while he brushed my tangled hair. He admired the athletic skaters, I
the graceful ones who seemed to incorporate classical ballet.
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M. Evans, “Patti Smith's Guide to Writing. Originally part of a lecture series, this slight book is
probably my favorite by Patti Smith and I've read them all. Set up in three sections the first and
third are very similar to M Train. We follow Ms. Smith as she goes about her day; drinking coffee,
ruminating, taking photographs, and writing in her notebook. In the second part of the book we
are treated to a short story by Patti Smith. What I think this book is about is the process in which
we create. If you read carefully, you will see Patti Smith going about her day and find those
details scattered through out the short story. She is showing us how an artist takes life and
distills it into a work of art. I loved this book, I was only sad that it ended so quickly. I hope that
Patti Smith publishes more fiction, I certainly enjoyed it.”

miliosr, “Deceptively Simple. Patti Smith latest publication, Devotion, is a deceptively simple
volume containing a short story bookended by accounts of her travels and experiences
surrounding the writing of the short story. The short story itself is fine and demonstrates just how
far Smith's command of this kind of prose writing has developed since her first tentative attempts
at it in her 1978 volume Babel.But the real import of Devotion occurs in the two bookended
chapters in which Smith shows how seemingly unrelated day-to-day events in her life fueled the
process of creation and led to something new and different. Her point being that inspiration can
come from anywhere if you remain open to it.Devotion is the third book Smith has published this
decade and the three works form an interesting progression in her work. Just Kids, her 2010
reminiscence of her life in New York with Robert Mapplethorpe, was a linear account with a
tremendous forward momentum. 2015's M-Train kept the memoir format but deviated from Just
Kids by playing with the concept of how we experience events in time. The story in M-Train is not
linear but instead moves backward and forward in time. Devotion picks up where M-Train left off
in the two bookends but moves in an entirely different direction by including a short story. One
wonders if Smith's next published volume will use the latest innovation -- the short story -- as a
launch pad for yet another new, creative direction.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Why She Writes. A great short piece from Patti Smith. The first of original
stories I've read by Smith, one that does ring bells in echoing the mystic of a tale we all
(including Smith) have read one time as a child. Be she doesn't refrain from any loss of
innocence, which we must all lose some time during our life, much like our teenage protagonist.
A writer or artist can relate to how Patti puts why she writes in her narratives in the beginning and
end of the book, and also being very much inspired at the same time.”

drinking tea with mittens on, “i hope she never stops writing. i love every book patti smith has
presented to our world. this book was not what i was "expecting" and so it took me a few beats to
shift gears and step into the book as she had intended. now that i've given the book four stars, i
am debating on giving it five stars because, really, she definitely delivered me right back into her



world, a place i so enjoy experiencing. but i give five stars to her other books and this book is just
a touch less than her other books. so i'll stay with the four stars.”

Richele A. Bevel, “An unassuming little book that offers profound insights into the .... An
unassuming little book that offers profound insights into the nature of creative identity. Smith
takes the reader on a journey through the pages of her own notebooks as she explores, and
ultimately, decides, “Why I Write.” Classic Patti Smith in its willingness to expose the artist as the
creative genius that she is and to allow the reader a glimpse into that genius.”

Elizabeth, “A DIFFERENT TAKE ON PATTY SMITH. This is a short book about her stay in
Europe, meeting her publisher and some old friends, and exploring some special sites of
interest. I actually had never realized how well-read and grounded in literature Smith is; this is an
interesting little sojourn.”

Dorian Gray, “Patti Smith : the Well of Devotion that is the Female Heart. Patti Smith - the
Bad Girl of Rock who became its High Priestess - has always been an accomplished
writer , producing as many poems as songs , as many books as albums.in Devotion
she tries to answer the question : why do I write ?and the answer is given in a single
sentence . made up of only 5 words . its the last sentence of the book. so I wont give
it away !suffice to say I for one will be re-reading this book again + again coz of the
writing . utterly enchanting : poetry as prose.short , sharp sentences.ideas often made
beautifully concrete by carefully chosen images/photographs + depictions of events ,
characters , moods + feelings.her Devotion is not just to writing but to the departed :
her family , friends , lovers , dead Gods + dead Goddesses.and here's the thing about
any truly great writer . as well as being entertained wonderfully) U are also
informed.consider : It occurs to me that the young look beautiful as they sleep and the
old  , such  as  myself ,  look  dead .”

jeannine nye, “A joy to read and know. This artist is pure genius at writing her thoughts and daily
actions. The interesting ways of thinking and the people she meets and her influences and
above all her deep ongoing love of her deceased husband. A joy to read. So glad I’ve discovered
this girl who writes , paints and is a terrific musician!!”

FishLady, “Wonderful. The novella/long short story within this work is compelling and beautiful. I
love Patti Smith's writing.”

John M., “Poetry in the soul. Patti doesn’t disappoint, as a child of the 50’s who grew up in the
60’s and came of age in the 70’s, her books evoke a world view and aesthetic that I recognise
and appreciate. If you have any poetry in your soul you will enjoy her books.”



jvandijck, “Four Stars. Great to have this book.”

The book by Patti Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 396 people have provided feedback.
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